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Please post an answer in the chat:

How can AI be useful for 
immigrant students and the 

people who work with 
them?



Overview

•AI support for educators of immigrants

•AI challenges and opportunities for 
immigrant students

•Q & A



News Flash: 

We are not 
necessarily just 
people anymore.





AI Support for 
Educators of 
Immigrants



In a beginner ESL classroom with 
students from around the world, 
how can ChatGPT help us make 

sure students understand 
instructions?





Making sure everyone gets it

•Use of ChatGPT translation

•Follow-up by getting students to 
summarize in English



Please post an answer in the chat:

Scenario: We want to help 
immigrant students 

understand a YouTube video 
(or an online article). 

How can AI help?









What can we do once we have a text to share?

• Summary

• Simplified text

• Pre-viewing/reading questions to activate schema and contextualize 
the content

• Make connections to other concepts from class

• Post-viewing/reading questions to check comprehension and 
stimulate further thought

• Vocabulary definitions, examples, exercises, quizzes















Caution



Caution

We still have 
to monitor, 
refine, and 
generally 
keep in 
control. 



If not, who is 
teaching the 

class?



Making Materials 
That Match 
Student Interests







Last week, we took a visitor from 
Canada to some famous sights in 
Thái Nguyên, Vietnam. First, we 
went to Chùa Phù Liễn, where we 
saw beautiful statues and learned 
about the temple's history. After 
that, we visited the Cultural 
Museum of Vietnam Ethnic 
Minority Groups. There, we met a 
guide who told us interesting 
stories about the different cultures 
in Vietnam. Our guest was very 
happy, and he took many pictures. 
He found the temple very peaceful. 
We all had a great time.

How do we use this for teaching?
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What verbs do you see?



Last week, we took a visitor from 
Canada to some famous sights in 
Thái Nguyên, Vietnam. First, we 
went to Chùa Phù Liễn, where we 
saw beautiful statues and learned 
about the temple's history. After 
that, we visited the Cultural 
Museum of Vietnam Ethnic 
Minority Groups. There, we met a 
guide who told us interesting 
stories about the different cultures 
in Vietnam. Our guest was very 
happy, and he took many pictures. 
He found the temple very peaceful. 
We all had a great time.

What is special about the verbs?



AI Challenges and 
Opportunities for Immigrant 

Students



Image of Swiss army knife





I need an example of an opinion paragraph. 
The paragraph should have four things:
1. A clear thesis statement that expresses the topic and the author's 

opinion

2. 3 or more supporting sentences that match the thesis statement

3. good use of transitions between the supporting sentences (e.g., 
"the first reason is that,""in addition," etc.)

4. a conclusion sentence that logically brings the paragraph to a close





Even if we only ask for a little help…

You can ask ChatGPT anything like, How to make your paragraph more 
explicit and well-written. If you do this people will think that you wrote this 
which is not ok because you are not challenging yourself to learn anything 
because the AI worked for you, you didn't work for your paragraph. Because 
ChatGPT is just an AI Robot that gives you all the answers and you don't 
learn anything. AI can be helpful but it can also be bad because If you let AI 
do your work for you and your professor asks you questions about the topic 
of the homework you will have no response because it was the AI that did all 
the work and gave you answers.

Please check my 
paragraph and tell 
me if the grammar 

is correct. 

Here it is:



Your paragraph has some grammatical issues and could be clearer. Here’s a 
revised version. 
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Your paragraph has some 
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revised version. 







With Great Possibility 
Comes Great Responsibility



•AI can support language 
learning, but there are 
risks

•Students need guidance

•We can help



Learning 
How to 
Learn



Some principles of cognitive psychology

•Retrieval practice- practice remembering 
something without looking

• Interleaving – mixing multiple subjects or topics 
while studying in order to improve learning



How to Learn

“Simply including one 
test… in a class yields a 
large improvement in final 
exam scores, and gains 
continue to increase as the 
frequency of classroom 
testing increases.” 

-p. 44

When we have more 
tests in a class, 

students learn more. 

Why?



Effort Matters

‘We’re easily tricked into 
believing that learning is 
better when it’s easier, 
but the research shows 
the opposite: when the 
mind has to work, 
learning sticks better.’

-p. 43



Instead of asking for answers, we can ask for 
questions:

Debate Devil







AI Role Play



Role Play Example



What are Some Benefits of AI Role Plays for 
Immigrant Students?

• Patient partner
• Available anytime
• Learning through interaction
• Speaking/Writing practice 
• Mismatched AI response can indicate when the student was not 

clear
• Option to ask for explanations and other help
• Opportunity to learn new language in context



Overview
• AI support for educators of immigrants

• Giving instructions
• Creating supplementary material
• Tailoring content to student needs/interests

• AI challenges and opportunities for immigrant 
students
• Need for friction (Make it Stick)
• Debate Devil
• pi.ai role play

• Q & A



Q & A
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